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FINITE COVERS OF 3-MANIFOLDS CONTAINING
ESSENTIAL TORI
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Abstract. It is shown in this paper that if a Haken 3-manifold contains an

incompressible torus that is not boundary-parallel then either it has a finite

cover that is a torus-bundle over the circle or it has finite covers with arbitrarily

large first Betti number.

In [He 4], Hempel conjectures that every Haken 3-manifold has a finite cover

whose fundamental group has a nontrivial representation to the integers (i.e. the

group is indicable). The conjecture is proved in this paper in the case that the Haken

manifold contains an incompressible torus. In particular, it is shown (Theorem 1.1)

that if Haken manifold contains an incompressible torus that is not boundary-

parallel then either it has a finite cover that is a torus-bundle over the circle or it

has finite covers with arbitrarily large first Betti number.

Hempel's conjecture arises in the context of the following question: (1) does every

irreducible 3-manifold with infinite fundamental group have a finite cover which is

Haken? An affirmative answer to this would be a big step toward the classification

of 3-manifolds with infinite fundamental group. How would one detect such a cover?

A common way of showing that an irreducible 3-manifold is Haken is to show that

its fundamental group has a nontrivial representation to the integers, then use this

fact to find a map from the 3-manifold to the circle for which the pre-image of some

regular value is an incompressible surface. Thus question (1) leads to: (2) does every

irreducible 3-manifold have a finite cover whose fundamental group has a nontrivial

representation to the integers? An affirmative answer to (2) would certainly imply

one for (1); however, the converse is not known. In fact, the conjecture of Hempel

stated in the first paragraph says exactly that (1) implies (2).

For example, let M be the union of two knot complements identified along their

boundaries in such a way that the meridian of each knot complement is identified

with the longitude of the other. Then M is Haken, but 7Ti (M) has no nontrivial

representation to the integers (Hy(M) = 0). However, it is shown in [He 4] that

in many cases M will have a finite cover whose fundamental group does have such

a representation. Note that there M contains an incompressible torus that is not

boundary parallel, hence Theorem 1.1 applies. In fact, the argument used to prove

Theorem 1.1 is a generalization of that used in [He 4] for this example.

This paper is taken from part of the author's Ph.D. dissertation and as such

owes much to Cameron Gordon.
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The paper is organized as follows. The main theorem (Theorem 1.1) is stated

and proved in §1 assuming Theorems 2.4 and 3.2. Afterwards, at the end of this

section, a key, technical lemma is proven that will be used in the proofs of both

Theorems 2.4 and 3.2. §§2 and 3 are devoted to the proofs of Theorems 2.4 and

3.2.

0. Terminology. A group is said to be indicable [Hi, p. 241] (or Z-representable

[He 4]) if it has a nontrivial representation to the integers. A group is said to be

virtually indicable (or virtually Z-representable) if it has a subgroup of finite index

that has a nontrivial representation to the integers.

X(M) is defined at the beginning of §2 and is defined only when M is a Seifert

fibered space. However, x( ) will mean the usual Euler characteristic of whatever

is in the parenthesis (e.g. a finite graph or a surface).

Let S be a 2-submanifold in a 3-manifold, M. Then by U(S) we mean an open,

regular neighborhood of S in M.

Let S be a disjoint collection of two-sided surfaces in a 3-manifold. Let U(S) be

an open regular neighborhood of these surfaces in M. Then one can associate the

dual graph, T(S), to S by

Vertices of T(S) = components of M — U(S),

Edges of T(S) = components of S,

such that if e is an edge of T(S) with vertices vy and v2, if Se is the component

of S corresponding to e, and if My and M2 are the components of M — U(S)

corresponding to vy and v2, then My and M2 are the components of M — U(S) on

either side of U(Se).

FACT 0.1. Let Af be a connected 3-manifold and S be a disjoint collection of

two-sided surfaces in Af. Then rank (Hy(M;Z)) > rankHy(T(S);Z).

Let T be a finite, connected graph.

Define

e(r) = number of edges of T.

v(T) = number of vertices of T.

\(T) = Euler characteristic of T = v(T) — e(T).

FACT 0.2. Let r be a connected graph. Then tti (r) is the free group on 1 — x(r)

generators. In particular, ffi(r, Z) is the free abelian group of rank 1 — x(F).

1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. The main purpose of this section is to use the

results of §§2 and 3 to prove the following.

THEOREM 1.1. Let M be a compact, connected, orientable, irreducible 3-

manifold containing an incompressible torus that is not boundary parallel. Then ei-

ther M has a finite cover that fibers as a torus-bundle over the circle or for any pos-

itive integer, fc, there is a finite cover, pk: Mk —* M, such that rank (ffi (Aft)) > fc.

As mentioned in the introduction, Theorem 1.1 verifies a special case of a conjec-

ture made in [He 4] that the fundamental group of a Haken 3-manifold is virtually

indicable.

By the techniques given below in the proof of Theorem 1.1, the hypothesis that

the incompressible torus is not boundary-parallel can be dropped in the statement
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of Theorem 1.1 (i.e. the existence of the incompressible torus is enough), if one also

allows in the conclusion of the theorem the possibility that M is finitely covered by

the annulus x circle.

One can define the first virtual Betti number of a 3-manifold, M, to be the

supremum over the first Betti number of finite covers of M (see [K-L]). After

rephrasing Theorem 1.1 in this terminology it is interesting to compare Theorem

1.1 with the conjecture that the first virtual Betti number of a closed hyperbolic

3-manifold is infinity.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Let Af be as in the hypothesis of 1.1.

We make the following definition of a torus decomposition rather than use the

more natural, canonical decomposition of Jaco-Shalen-Johannson, because we want

to say in the case where M is Seifert fibered that M has a nonempty torus decom-

position (or is finitely covered by a torus-bundle over the circle, see claim 1.1.1).

DEFINITION. Let T be a collection of incompressible tori in the interior of an

orientable 3-manifold, N, such that each component of N — U(T) is either Seifert

fibered or has the property that its interior is a hyperbolic manifold. Furthermore,

assume that no component of M — U(T) is the annulus x circle unless there is

exactly one component of M — U(T). Then T will be called a torus decomposition

ofN.

Note that the annulus x circle has only the empty torus decomposition.

CLAIM 1.1.1. Either M is Seifert fibered and has a finite cover which fibers

as a torus-bundle over the circle or M has a nonempty torus decomposition, T =

{Ty,...,Tl}.

PROOF OF CLAIM. By hypothesis M contains an incompressible torus which is

not boundary-parallel. Applying the Jaco-Shalen-Johannson Torus Decomposition

Theorem [J, p. 173] and Thurston's Uniformization Theorem [Th 2, pp. 89-91],

this means that M either has a nonempty torus decomposition or is Seifert fibered.

Theorem 2.5 then finishes the argument.    Q.E.D.

Thus for the proof of Theorem 1.1 we assume that Af has a nonempty torus

decomposition, T. We associate the dual graph, T(T), to the collection of tori,

T, in M (see §0). Given a positive integer fc, repeated application of Claim 1.1.2

below implies that either there is a finite cover pk: Mk —► M where Mk has a torus

decomposition, Tk, such that x(r(Tfc)) < -fc or M has a finite cover which is a

torus-bundle over the circle. In the former case we then have rk(ffi(Mfc)) > fc.

This proves the theorem.

Thus we are reduced to proving the following.

Claim 1.1.2. Let M be a compact, orientable, connected 3-manifold with a

nonempty torus decomposition, T = {Ty,..., T\}. Then there is a finite cover,

p: M —> M', such that either

(1) M is a torus-bundle over the circle; or

(2) f = p~x(T) is a torus decomposition of M with x(r(T)) < x(T(T)).

PROOF OF CLAIM. Af has a nonempty torus decomposition, T = {Ty,.. .,TL}.

Let {Mt}j=i>n be the components of M - U(T). We think of M as the union of the

pieces {Mi}i=yt7l whose boundary components are identified via homeomorphisms

- which we will refer to as the gluing maps of M.
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Figure 1

After passing, possibly, to a finite cover, we may assume that each component,

Mi, of M — U(T) either has a hyperbolic interior or is Seifert fibered over an

orientable surface with X(Mt) < 0 (Theorem 2.6).

We first outline the argument for the claim: For each piece, Mj, of the decom-

position and for all but finitely many primes, q, we construct a regular cover (using

Theorems 2.4 or 3.2 — according to whether the piece is hyperbolic or Seifert

fibered, resp.) such that this cover restricted to each of its toral boundary compo-

nents is the canonical <?2-fold cover. This allows us to glue the covers of the pieces

together to get (see Figure 1) a covering of M, M. M then has a natural torus

decomposition, T, coming from T. We construct the cover above each piece in the

decomposition of M so that each toral boundary component of that piece has at

least two components in its preimage. This guarantees that x(r(T)) < x(r(T)).

We will now give a detailed argument. By applying either Theorem 2.4 or The-

orem 3.2 to each piece, Mi, in the decomposition of M (according to whether the

piece is Seifert fibered or hyperbolic, resp.) there is a prime, q, such that for every

i = l,n there is a finite, connected, regular cover plq: Mi —* Mi where, if R is a

component of <9Mj, then (p,)_1(P) consists of more than one component; further-

more, if R is a component of (ptq)^1(R), then p,|^: R —* R is the characteristic

<72-fold cover. Note that we pick the same q for each i = 1, n.
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Denote by rn the index of pq: Mi —► Mi. Then (p^)_1 (component of dM,)

is exactly r^/V copies of a torus (each of which is the t72-fold cover under p%q).

Furthermore, rn/q2 > 1.
REMARK. Let V be a component of dMi and T" be a component of dMj such

that V is identified with T" in M by some gluing homeomorphism, g: V —► T" (i.e.

V and T" correspond to the same component of T). Let T", T" be components of

(p*)-1Cr'). (pj)_1(r") (respectively). Because p£|f,: f" — T' and pj|f„: f" ->

T" are both the characteristic <?2-fold covers, there is a homeomorphism, g: T' —►

f", that covers g: T'^T".

Let m = I.e.m.(r)y/q2,n2/q2,... ,r)n/q2). Take U = m/(r]i/q2) copies of M,

(i = l,n). See Figure 1. The preceding remark allows us to glue the components

°f LIt=i n(LL = i t Mi) together, via lifts of the gluing maps of M, to obtain a

connected, finite cover, p: M ^> M. This is the desired cover.

Let f = p~l(T). We must show that x(F(T)) < x(r(T)). Since for each

component, Ti, of T there are exactly m components in p_1(Ti), it follows that

e(r(T)) = m ■ e(r(T)). Similarly, for each component Mi (i = l,n) of M - U(T)

there are exactly ti components in p~x(Mi), thus

v(T(f)) = J2 ^
t=l,n

Now ti < m/2 for every i = 1, n. So

v(T(f)) <n-m/2 = v(T(T)) ■ m/2.

Thus
- — — YD

X(T(T)) = v(T(T)) - e(T(T)) < - ■ v(T(T)) - m ■ e(T(T))

- j ■ X(T(T)) - j ■ e(T(T)) = | ■ (X(r(T)) - e(r(T))).

Since T(T) is connected, x(F(T)) < 1. Since e(r(T)) > 1, x(F(T)) - e(r(T)) < 0.
Also, recall that 1 < ti < m/2. Thus we have

X(r(f)) < X(r(T)) - e(T(T)) < X(T(T)).

This finishes the proof of Claim 1.1.2 and the proof of Theorem 1.1.    Q.E.D.

§§2 and 3 are devoted essentially to the proofs of Theorems 2.4 and 3.2 (respec-

tively), which are used in Theorem 1.1, above. The following lemma is the key to

producing the necessary covers over each of the components of Af — U(T) (M and

T as in the proof of Theorem 1.1) and will be used in both §§2 and 3. I would like

to thank Cameron Gordon for pointing out to me the lemma and its proof. The

argument is a generalization of that used in [He 4].

Recall that SL2 (F) is the group of all 2 x 2 matrices with determinant 1 over

the field F, and PSL2(F) is the quotient group of SL2(F) by its center: i.e.

PSL2(F) = SL2(F)/^    ^.

Ii g E PSL2(F), define tr(r;) to be the trace of some lift of g to SL2(F)—note this

is defined only to a factor of ±1.
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LEMMA 1.4. Let G be a finitely generated group and t: G —* PSL2(C) be

a faithful representation of G. Let Xy,...,Xm E G be such that Xi ^ Iq and

tr(r(A»)) = ±2, 1 < i < m. Let y E G satisfy tr(r(y)) ^ ±2. Then for all

but finitely many primes, q, there is a finite field, Fq, of characteristic q and a

representation rq: G —> PSL2(Fq) such that

(1) if g E G and tr(r(g)) = ±2, then rq(g) has order 1 or q in PSL2(Fq). In

particular, rq(Xi) has order q in PSL2(Fq).

(2) tr(Tq(y)) £ ±2 in Fq.

PROOF. Since tr(r(Aj)) = 2 and r(Xi) is not the identity, r(Xi) has at least one

nonzero entry off the diagonal. For each i = l,m set r)i E C to be one such entry

in r(Ai). (So that n% E C, pick some lift of r(A;) to SL2(C).) Let A be the ring

generated by

{the entries of the matrix, r(g), for every g EG}

U {Vi,n-'h^m U2U {(tv(r(y)) - 2)"\ (tr(r(y)) + 2)'1}.

A is finitely generated as a ring since G is finitely generated. Therefore the group

of units of A is finitely generated as a group (see [S] or [A-S, p. 7]). This implies

that only a finite number of primes can be units in A. For every prime, q, which is

not a unit in A there is a maximal ideal Mq c A with q E MQ. Then Fq = A/Mq

is a field which is finitely generated as a ring over Zq. Consequently, Fq is a finite

field of characteristic q [A-M, p. 84].

So for all but finitely many primes, q, we get the induced representation, rq: G —>

PSL2(Fq). One easily verifies that if g E G such that tr(r(<j)) = ±2 then rq(g)

has order 1 or tr (for example, use the fact that r(g) is conjugate to [ ]). In the

particular case when g = Xi, for some i = 1, n, the fact that rji is a unit in A implies

that rji ^ 0 in Fq; hence, rq(Xi) is of order q.

To prove (2), note that (tr(r(y)) - 2), (tr(r(y)) + 2) are invertible in A so

tr(r(y))-2, tr(r(y)) + 2 £0inFq. Thus tr(rq(y)) £ ±2 in Fq.    Q.E.D.

2. The Seifert fibered pieces. For our notation on Seifert fibered spaces see

[He 1, pp. 115-118].

DEFINITION. Let n: S —* F be a Seifert fibered space with orbit surface F and

exceptional fibers of type {(raj, m*) }*=!,<. Define

X(S) = xlF)-±(l-l-)

where x(P)=Euler characteristic of F.

NOTE. X(S) is the Euler characteristic of the orbifold structure on F induced

from the map n: S —> F, where the singular points of the orbifold structure come

from the singular fibers of S under the projection n (see [Th 1, Chapter 13]).

If S is an orientable Seifert fibered space with orientable orbit surface, F, dF ^

0, and projection map, n: S —* F, then rry(S) has the following presentation
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[He 1, pp. 116-117]:

[aj,t] = [but] = 1, i = l,g;

[di,t] = 1, i = l,fc;
t,dy, . . . ,dk,Cy, . . . ,CU,

(I)     iry(S)= I [ci,t] = l, i = l,u;
ay,by,...,ag,bg

c?' =ts', i = l,u;

dydkcycu\~[9i=y[al,bi] = l.

where t represents the fiber; {aj,f»i}i=i,g, {cj}j=i,u, {dj}j=i,fc represent the gener-

ators of a section, &, of the circle-bundle n~1(F - disk neighborhoods of singular

points). In particular, the {dj}i=i,fc (fc > 0) represent the components of £F C\ dS,

the {ct}j=i,u represent the components oi ,9*~ Fin-1 (disk neighborhoods of the sin-

gular points), and F has genus g.

Since t is central in 7Ti(S), we may talk about iry(S)/(t) and we have

(m       ^i^) _ \ ai,by,...,ag,bg, c"i = l,i = l,u, 1
(t)      ' \dy,...,dk,cy,...,cu    dyd2---dkcy ■■■cul~l?=1[ai,bi] = 1 J '

Recall that we can classify the elements of PSL2(C) as hyperbolic, elliptic or

parabolic by thinking of PSL2(C) as the orientation preserving isometries of H3

where

(a) g E PSL2(C) is elliptic if it fixes an arc in ff3 (tr(g) ^ ±2),

(b) g E PSL2(C) is parabolic if it has no fixed point in ff3 and has exactly one

fixed point on the sphere at oo (in this case tr(g) = ±2),

(c) g E PSL2(C) is hyperbolic otherwise, i.e. it has no fixed points in H3 and

exactly two fixed points in the sphere at oo (in this case tr(g) ^ ±2).

THEOREM 2.1 (FRICKE). Let S be an orientable Seifert fibered space, n: S —>

F, where F is an orientable surface with nonempty boundary and where X(S) < 0.

With Try (S) presented as in (I) there is a discrete, faithful representation r: iry (S)/(t)

-> PSL2(C) such that

(a) r(ai), r(bi) are hyperbolic, i = l,g,

(b) r(a) is elliptic, i = l,u,

(c) r(di) is parabolic, i = l,fc.

PROOF. See [M, pp. 98-99].

LEMMA 2.2. Let S and r: iry(S)/(t) -> PSL2(C) be as in Theorem 2.1. Pick

y E iry(S)/(t) such that r(y) is hyperbolic. Then for all but finitely many primes,

q, there is a representation, rq: iry(S)/(t) —► PSL2(Fq), where Fq is a finite field

of characteristic q, such that

(1) if di, i = l,fc, is as in the presentation (II) of iry(S)/(t), then rq(d,) has

order q in PSL2(Fq); and

(2) tr(rq(y)) £ ±2 in Fq.

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 1.4.

LEMMA 2.3. Let S be an orientable Seifert fibered space, n: S —» F, where F

is an orientable surface with nonempty boundary. For all but finitely many primes,
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q, there is a map fq: iry(S) —► Zq such that fq(t) ^ 0 (when t represents the fiber

ofS).

PROOF, t is of infinite order in Hy(S).

THEOREM 2.4. Let S be a connected orientable Seifert fibered space, rj: S —> F,

where F is an orientable surface with nonempty boundary. Assume X(S) < 0.

Then for all but finitely many primes, q, there is a finite, connected, regular cover,

pq: Sq —> 5, such that if T is a component of dS and T is any component of

p~l(T), then pq\f.T—>Tis the characteristic q2-fold cover. Furthermore, p~l(T)

consists of more than one component.

PROOF. Let S be as in the theorem and (I) be a presentation of iry(S). Let

q be a prime for which the maps, rq: iry(S)/(t) —► PSL2(Fq) (Lemma 2.2) and

fq '■ 7i"i (S) —* Zq (Lemma 2.3) are defined. Note that q can be any but a finite

number of primes. Let fq: iry (S) —► PSL2(Fq) be the homomorphism obtained by

composingrq with the quotient mapiry(S) —► iry(S)/(t). Let hq =Tqxfq: ity(S) —»

PSL2(Fq) x Zq.

Let pq: Sq —► S be the connected, regular cover corresponding to ker(hq). If

T is a component of dS then iry(T) = (dt,t) for some i = l,fc. By construction

of hq we have that ker(hq](di,t)) = (df,?3). Thus if T is a component of p"1^),

pq\f. T —> T must be the characteristic g2-fold cover. Let y E iry(S)/(t) be as in

Lemma 2.2. Since tr(rq(y)) ^ ±2 in Fq, hq(y) £ hq((di,t)) Vi = l,fc. Thus every

component of dS has at least two components in its preimage. Q.E.D. (Theorem

2.4)

The following two theorems are also used in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

THEOREM 2.5. Let M be a connected, irreducible 3-manifold which is also a

Seifert fibered space. Assume that M contains an embedded, incompressible torus

that is not boundary parallel. Then either

(a) M has a finite cover that fibers as a torus-bundle over the circle; or

(b) M has a nonempty torus decomposition.

PROOF. Let T be an embedded, incompressible torus in M. Since M is irre-

ducible, we can isotop T until it is either vertical (i.e. a union of regular fibers) or

horizontal (i.e. transverse to the fibers) [Wa, p. 319]. Let n: M —► F be the Seifert

projection of M onto its orbit surface, F. Ii T is horizontal, then n]T: T —> F is a

branched covering of F in which the singular points of the covering arise from the

points of T where T intersects the singular fibers of M. n\T can now be used to

construct a circle-bundle over the torus that covers M by pulling back the Seifert

fibration over F. For example see Theorem 1.2 of [Ga]. The circle-bundle over the

torus can then be rewritten as a torus-bundle over the circle.

So we may assume that T is vertical. In this case, each component of M —

U(T) is Seifert fibered. Since T is not boundary parallel, no component of Af —

U(T) is the circle x annulus—unless here also M fibers as a torus-bundle over the

circle.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.4 applies to Seifert fibered spaces, r\: S —» F, where F is orientable

and X(S) < 0. The following theorem is used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 to allow

us to make that assumption.
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THEOREM 2.6. Let M be a connected Haken 3-manifold. Let T = {Ty,... ,T(}

be a nonempty torus decomposition of M. Then there is a finite cover, p: M —► M,

such that either

(1) M is a torus-bundle over the circle; or

(2) M has a nonempty torus decomposition, T, such that each component, Mi,

of M — U(T) either has a hyperbolic interior or is Seifert fibered over an orientable

orbit surface with X(Mi) < 0.

PROOF. Let M, T be as in the theorem.

CLAIM. If Mi is a component of M - U(T) which is a Seifert fibered space then

either X(Mi) < 0 or Mj is homeomorphic to the orientable circle-bundle over the

annulus or Moebius band.

PROOF OF CLAIM. Let Mi be a component of M - U(T) and assume that

A(Mj) > 0. Then, since Mj is bounded, Mi must be Seifert fibered over

(i) the disk with 0 or 1 singular fibers;

(ii) the disk with exactly two singular fibers, each of type (2, 1);

(iii) the Moebius band with no singular fibers;

(iv) the annulus with no singular fibers.

Case (i) cannot hold since 9Mj is incompressible in Mi. In case (ii) we note

that the Seifert fibered space over the disk with two singular fibers of type (2, 1) is

homeomorphic to the circle bundle over the Moebius band [Wa, p. 323]. Q.E.D.

(Claim)

Each component, M„ of M - U(T) is either hyperbolic or Seifert fibered; fur-

thermore, if M, is Seifert fibered and A(Mj) > 0 then Mj is homeomorphic as a

Seifert fibered space to the orientable circle-bundle over the annulus or Moebius

band (this requires refibering when Mj is as in (ii) of the claim).

If some component, Mi, of M — U(T) is a Seifert fibered space over a non-

orientable orbit surface, then Mi has a double cover corresponding to the orientation

double cover of its orbit surface. Furthermore, the components of dMi lift to this

cover. By taking one copy of this double cover for each component of M-U(T) that

is Seifert fibered over a nonorientable surface, taking two copies of each component

otherwise, and identifying these along their torus boundaries via the identification

between the components of M - U(T) (since the boundary components of each

component of M — U(T) lift, so do the gluing maps), we obtain a double cover,

p: M ^ M. This cover has the property that if T = p~^(T) then each component

of M — U(T) is either Seifert fibered over an orientable surface or hyperbolic.

Thus there is a finite cover, p: M -^ M (equal to M or the double cover above),

and a system of incompressible tori, T, in int(M) such that each component, Mj,

of M - U(T) is either hyperbolic, Seifert fibered over an orientable orbit surface

with A(Mj) < 0, or the orientable circle-bundle over the annulus.

Let Mj be a component of M — U(T) that is the orientable circle-bundle over

the annulus — that is, Mj « S1 x annulus sa torus x interval. We may reduce the

number of components of T by amalgamating the components of dMj via Mi w

torus x interval, unless the two components of 9Mj represent the same component

of T, or unless Mj = M. Via this simplification of T, we have that either M is

the torus-bundle over the circle, M is the annulus x circle, or no component of

M — U(T) is the orientable circle-bundle over the annulus.   If M is the annulus
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x circle then each component of M — U(T) must be the annulus x circle. By

construction of M, each component of M — U(T) must be either the annulus x

circle or the orientable circle-bundle over the Moebius band. In this case M must be

either the annulus x circle or the orientable circle-bundle over the Moebius band.

But neither has a nonempty torus decomposition.    Q.E.D. (2.6)

3. The hyperbolic pieces. Let A7 be a compact manifold such int(JV) is

a hyperbolic manifold. There is a discrete, faithful representation, r: iry(N) —*

PSL2(C). If V is a torus component of dN, and V is incompressible in N,

then the discreteness of r implies that r(7Ti(T')) consists of parabolic elements of

PSL2(C).
Let {Tj}j=ytk be a collection of toral components of dN, each of which is incom-

pressible in N. Let ij : Tj —► N be the inclusion. Remember, (ij)*: ity(Tj) —> ity(N)

is an injection.

LEMMA 3.1. Let N be a compact, orientable 3-manifold and {Tj}j=lk be a

collection of toral components of dN. For every j = l,fc, there is a basis {pj,Xj}

ofiry (Tj) such that for all but finitely many primes, q, there is a map, hq: -Ky (N) —»

©ranktfitiv) Zq, with the property that ker(hqo(ij)*) = (p*,Ap or (p^XA for every

j = l,k.

PROOF. Let h: ity(N) —> ©rankffl(^) Z be the composition of the Hurewicz

map with the quotient map Hy(N) -> Hy(N)/Tor(Hy(N)). Let ij: Tj -> N be

the inclusion map. Then the rank of ker(ho(ij)*) is 0 or 1. Let {p3, X3}, j = 1, fc, be

a basis of 7Ti (Tj) such that if the rank (ker(/i o (ij),)) = 1 then ker(/i o (ij)*) = (Xj)

(otherwise {pj,Xj} can be any basis).

For every prime, q, define hq: iry(N) -> (BrankHl{N) Zq by composing h with

the quotient homomorphism 0Z —* ©Z/(q-(($Z)). Then {pj,Xj}, j = 1,fc, and
hq are as desired.    Q.E.D.

THEOREM 3.2. Let N be a compact 3-manifold whose interior is a hyperbolic

manifold. Assume that N is not the torus x interval. Let {Ti}i=y%k C dN be a

nonempty collection of incompressible tori. For all but finitely many primes, q,

there is a finite, connected, regular cover, pq: Nq —► N, such that

(1) ifTi is a component o/p~1(Tj), for some i = 1, fc, then pq\f : Tj —* Tj is the

characteristic q2-fold cover; and

(2) p~l(Ti) contains more than one component for every i = l,fc.

PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, this theorem will follow from the claim

below if we let pq: Nq —♦ N be the cover corresponding to ker(/g) [parts (1) and

(2) of the theorem will follow from (1) and (2) (respectively) of the claim].

CLAIM. For all but finitely many primes, q, there is a homomorphism,

fq: iry(N) —► Gq, where Gq is a finite group and where

(1) ker(/g|j.(Wl(T ))) is the characteristic subgroup of index q2 for every j = 1, fc;

and

(2) there is a y E ny(N) such that, for every j = 1, fc, fq(y) £ fq(i*(ify(Tj))).

PROOF OF CLAIM. As mentioned earlier, there is a discrete, faithful representa-

tion, r: iry(N) -* PSL2(C) such that if t E i*(iry(T0)) for some j = 1, fc, then r(t)

is parabolic. Furthermore, as N is not the torus x interval, there is a y E iry(N)

such that r(y) is hyperbolic.
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Let {pj,Xj} be the basis of iry(Tj) described in Lemma 3.1. Applying Lemma

1.4 to r, along with the elements {{ij)*(Xj)}j=y,k, we obtain for all but finitely

many primes, q, a representation rq: ify(N) —* PSL2(Fq) where Fq is a finite field

of characteristic q and

(a) if t E iry(Tj), for some j = l,fc, then rq((ij)*(t)) has order 1 or q in PSL2(Fq).

In particular, rq((ij)*(Xj)) has order q in PSL2(Fq) for every j = l,fc; and

(b) tr(rq(y)) ^ ±2 in Fq.

Let q be any prime for which rq: iry(N) —► PSL2(Fq) is defined and for which

hq: iry(N)-+ 0rankHliN\ Zq is as in Lemma 3.1. (Note: This excludes only finitely

many primes.)

Define fq = hq x rq: iry(N) —» (0Zq) x PSL2(Fq). fq satisfies conditions (1)

and (2) of the claim: Condition (2) follows from the fact that if t E iry(Tj), for some

j = l,fc, then tr(r,((^)»(j))) = ±2 (in Fq), yet tr(rq(y)) =£ ±2 (in Fq). Condition

(1) says that ker(fq o (ij)*) = (pq-,Xq-) for every j = i, k. This follows quickly from

the constructions of hq and fq.    Q.E.D. (3.2)
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